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Good morning. On behalf of the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau, the Office of Strategic Planning and the Office of Engineering and Technology I’d like to welcome you to this workshop on spectrum efficiency and receiver performance.  

My name is Julius Knapp and I am the Chief of the Office of Engineering and Technology.


This two-day workshop will discuss the characteristics of receivers and how their performance can affect the efficient use of spectrum and opportunities for the creation of new services. 





Mobile Demand Is 
Creating a Spectrum Crunch



 

Mobile wireless creates 
opportunities for innovation, 
investment and jobs



 

Additional spectrum is critical to 
the sustained growth of wireless 
broadband 



 

President  set goal of providing 
an additional 500 MHz of new 
spectrum for wireless broadband 
services

24/7

24X

120X
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We have spoken extensively about the importance of mobile wireless for creating opportunities for innovation, investment and jobs.

  Mobile phone subscriptions now top the number of people - - 328 million subscriptions
  And 90% of us keep our mobile device within arms length 24 hours a day-
  Smartphone sales have eclipsed PC sales 
  A typical Smartphone places 24 times as much demand on spectrum as an old feature phone
  Tablets demand 120 times as much 
-   And beyond these figures, access to mobile wireless services has become a critical need for virtually every industry in of our economy 	- - public safety, health care, energy, education, agriculture, production lines, sales forces and on and on. 

This increase in demand is creating a spectrum crunch.  Identifying additional spectrum is critical if we are to meet this growth in demand for wireless broadband

The President acknowledged the importance of wireless broadband by setting a goal of providing an additional 500 MHz of new spectrum for wireless broadband services.
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When we set about finding spectrum we tend to focus on the multi-colored blocks on the spectrum chart that define where all of the services and radio transmitters operate.  

And you can see that it is a pretty busy chart already.�
Each of those colors represent a different radio service and several frequency bands have multiple colors that reflects the extent to which sharing occurs throughout much of the spectrum among different radio services and among federal and non-federal users of the spectrum.

We generally set standards to ensure that transmitters to stay inside their own frequency bands.  For example, we set limits on the amount of energy they can emit into the other frequency bands to control interference - - out-of-band emissions or spurious emissions.

The receivers are generally thought to match the spectrum used by the transmitters.  But just as the transmitters cannot completely prevent emitting some energy outside their frequency bands, the receivers generally cannot completely eliminate reception of energy outside their frequency bands.
 
It is becoming increasingly apparent that the lines that define those blocks on the spectrum chart can become hazy when looked from the perspective of receivers - -the spectrum covered by the receivers may extend beyond the transmitters. �
This can lead to inefficient use of the spectrum because it can lead to spectrum lying fallow or lightly used simply to avoid causing harmful interference to receivers.

This result can affect all of the stakeholders including service providers, equipment manufacturers, investors and most of all consumers.



There Are Many Types of 
Receivers – Each Different

Microwave Astronomy TV AM/FM Family Radio

Fixed Satellite

Video Surveillance

Wi-Fi Cordless Phones Mobile Radios

Medical Smart Meters
Satellite TV

Cell Phones
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The issue is made more complicated by virtue of the fact that there are literally hundreds of types of receivers that are in use today.   This page shows just a few of them - - receivers used for point-to-point and point-to-multipoint microwave services, radio astronomy, AM/FM and TV receivers, cell phones, family radio devices, satellite services, video surveillance monitors and on and on.

The technical characteristics of each of these services and receivers may be significantly different.

Some use analog techniques that are less tolerant of interference - - such as the noise you sometimes hear on the AM radio.

Some use digital techniques such as error correction to combat interference. 

Some must receive weak signals while others are designed to operate with relatively strong signals.

Some operate over bandwidths that are only 6.25 kHz wide while others operate with bandwidths of 20 MHz or more.� 
Some are covered by industry performance standards; others are not.

The characteristics of receivers even vary among the various models operating in a given service. 

So we need to be a little careful when we make broad statements about receivers because the differences matter.

And you can’t tell the differences by looking at them. 


�

http://search.aol.com/aol/imageDetails?s_it=imageDetails&q=Picture+of+Land+Mobile+Radio&v_t=comsearch50ct6&b=image%3Fs_it%3Dtopsearchbox.search%26v_t%3Dcomsearch50ct6%26q%3DPicture%2Bof%2BLand%2BMobile%2BRadio%26oreq%3Ddbeca4c0f233484fbdacff508bb50f8b&img=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dsib2b.com%2Fimages%2Fbk_radio_group.jpg&host=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dsib2b.com%2FDSI_About_Us.html&width=102&height=94&thumbUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fimages-partners-tbn.google.com%2Fimages%3Fq%3Dtbn%3AANd9GcS9I0KKwj5Vz3IM5eAg3zP4KVZ1011L3Hzh2zZsAfyd9RW76UbKgaPXo28&imgWidth=350&imgHeight=320&imgSize=25343&imgTitle=Picture+of+Land+Mobile+Radio
http://search.aol.com/aol/imageDetails?s_it=imageDetails&q=Picture+of+Satellite+TV+Receiver&v_t=comsearch50ct6&b=image%3Fs_it%3Dtopsearchbox.search%26v_t%3Dcomsearch50ct6%26q%3DPicture%2Bof%2BSatellite%2BTV%2BReceiver%26oreq%3Debaf520fa6b44ec49b8658c234ac1c89&img=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.highspeedsat.com%2Fimages%2Fsatellite-tv%2Fexpressvu%2Fbell-tv-satellite-receivers-and-dish.jpg&host=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.highspeedsat.com%2Fbell-expressvu.htm&width=129&height=90&thumbUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fimages-partners-tbn.google.com%2Fimages%3Fq%3Dtbn%3AANd9GcTO97gxGoM43Y8f4NOFCEhwh1nR4RzoCYcXV4ZWL5w8corcmIJogzdsQ6aG&imgWidth=497&imgHeight=346&imgSize=38244&imgTitle=Picture+of+Satellite+TV+Receiver


What Do We Mean 
By Receiver Performance?

Interference Performance


 

Adjacent channel rejection


 

Spurious response rejection


 

Intermodulation immunity


 

Image frequency rejection


 

Desensitization

Usage Performance


 

Distinction: how well receiver operates


 

Metrics Differ:


 

Voice – articulation index


 

Video – resolution, noise, etc


 

Data – speed, latency, jitter



 

Sensitivity


 

Data Throughput


 

Processing


 

Error Correction

Frequency

Adjacent Channel Interference

ReceiverTransmitter

Receiver 
“Overload”

“Out-of-Band 
Emissions”
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What do we mean by receiver performance?

For purposes of this workshop I would propose to make a distinction between performance relative to interference and performance relative to the usage or quality of the service.

Interference performance is the ability of the receiver to reject signals that it is not intended to receive.  Usage performance is how well the receiver operates in the absence of interference.

One might argue that both sets of characteristics only affect the user.  That is certainly true when it comes to the performance that the user experiences - - a clearer voice call on a cell phone, a TV receiver that picks up more stations than another, or a wireless modem that provides a higher data throughput than another.

But that is not necessarily the case when considering how the characteristics of receivers might impede or constrain new users of the spectrum who may need to avoid causing harmful interference to the legacy users.

The diagram shows two types of adjacent channel interference.  

One type of adjacent channel interference occurs when the transmitter emits energy into the adjacent frequency band used by the receiver.  The receiver can’t avoid the interference because it is in the band it is trying to receive.

Another type of adjacent channel interference occurs when a receiver stretches into the adjacent band.  We often call this “overload”

Actually, controlling interference between services is a bit more complicated.  Other kinds of interference can occur among adjacent or even non-adjacent bands due to phenomena such as intermodulation or image frequency mixing.





Receiver Performance 
Issues Are Not New



 

Examples:  


 

Past:  FM radio to TV channel 6; FM radio with 
aeronautical receivers; federal land mobile and garage 
door openers; 



 

Recent/Current:  TV White Space; 3650 MHz – FSS; 
TDD AWS-3 – AWS-!; WCS –SDARS; MSS-GPS



 

Resolution historically required (lengthy) public process



 

New approaches focusing on spectrum efficiency 
and receiver performance: 


 

May enable more assured deployment of service


 

Reduce the necessity for involvement of regulators 
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Receiver performance issues have often arisen as a conflict between legacy stakeholders and new entrants where deployment of new technologies and services threatens to adversely impact an incumbent or place restrictions on the new entrant. 

Past examples include interference issues between FM radio to TV channel 6; FM radio with aeronautical receivers; federal land mobile and garage door openers.

Some more recent examples include:  TV White Space; 3650 MHz – FSS;  TDD AWS-3 – AWS-!; WCS –SDARS; MSS-GPS

The resolution of such matters has historically required a public process involving regulators, stakeholders and other parties. �Because discussions sometimes begin only upon the introduction of a new service or technology, full deployment of such new services could be hindered. 

New approaches to spectrum management focusing on spectrum efficiency and receiver performance may enable more assured deployment of new services and reduce the necessity for the involvement of regulators.




Past Commission Action



 

May 2003: Receiver Standards Notice of Inquiry, based 
on recommendations of the Spectrum Policy Task Force



 

May 2007: Proceeding terminated without prejudice



 

August 2009: Wireless innovation Notice of Inquiry:


 

“How should receiver standards be taken into account for purposes of 
repurposing spectrum, such as the case where protected incumbents 
are using legacy receivers that could be replaced with newer, state-of- 
the-art equipment offering superior performance that would facilitate 
the introduction of new services?”



 

Nearly 300 comments - - most did not focus on receivers
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Certainly this is not the first time that the FCC has considered how to adress the issue of receivers

The Commission issued a Notice of Inquiry in May 2003 based on recommendations of the Spectrum Policy Task ForceMay 2003: Receiver Standards Notice of Inquiry, based on recommendations of the Spectrum Policy Task Force�
In May of 2007 the proceeding terminated without prejudice to the substantive merits.  The Commission stated that the FCC may address receivers in specific proceedings�
In August 2009 the Commission again asked about receivers in its wireless innovation Notice of Inquiry and while nearly 300 comments were filed, most did not address the questions on receivers. 




Source: Department of Commerce Report May 2000 - Federal Radar Spectrum Requirements 

Radar Frequency Bands 
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Some might suggest that the problem is simple - - as you look for spectrum for new wireless services you should be sure to keep like services together - - don’t put high power services next to services that use weak signals.

The difficulty is that there are many services that use weak signals and they are spread throughout the spectrum - - services like fixed and mobile satellite services, GPS, radar bands, radio astronomy, Amateur Services and others.   This chart lists just the services used by radars and as you can see there are quite a few of them.

So the bottom line is that as we are looking for spectrum for new wireless broadband services our ability to completely avoid operating next to weak signal services is quite limited.



Communications Act: 
Sec. 302a. Devices which interfere with 
radio reception

(a) The Commission may, consistent with the public interest, convenience, 
and necessity, make reasonable regulations: 

(1) governing the interference potential of devices which in their 
operation are capable of emitting radio frequency energy by radiation, 
conduction, or other means in sufficient degree to cause harmful 
interference to radio communications; and 

(2) establishing minimum performance standards for home 
electronic equipment and systems to reduce their 
susceptibility to interference from radio frequency energy. Such 
regulations shall be applicable to the manufacture, import, sale, offer 
for sale, or shipment of such devices and home electronic equipment 
and systems, and to the use of such devices.
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There are a couple of items I thought it might be useful to point out.

The first is Section 302a of the Communications Act.

Paragraph 1 in essence gives the Commission authority to set reasonable rules for devices such as transmitters and electronic equipment that emit energy capable of causing harmful interference.

Paragraph 2 gives the Commission authority to set reasonable regulations establishing minimum performance standards for home electronic equipment and systems to reduce their susceptibility to interference from radio frequency energy. 

This provision was originally adopted circa 1985 at the behest of radio Amateurs to deal with poor immunity of TV and radio receivers, as well as other audio products such as hi-fi receivers and tape recorders that experienced a phenomenon called audio rectification where you could hear the amateur coming over your home stereo.�
The legislation advised the Commissionto first seek voluntary standards, which industry subsequently developed.

While this section of the act arguably covers many types of receivers used by consumers, it would not for instance cover equipment used outside a home for exclusively for business or industrial applications.



Payroll Tax Legislation
Study on Receiver Performance and Spectrum Efficiency (Sec. 6408)

The Comptroller General shall conduct a study to consider efforts to 
ensure transmissions systems are designed and operated so that 
reasonable use of adjacent spectrum does not compromise such 
systems.  The study must consider:  



 

The value of improving receiver performance



 

Operation of services in adjacent spectrum and narrowing guard bands



 

Role of manufacturers, licensees and government users with respect to 
transmissions and the use of adjacent spectrum



 

Feasibility of self-compliance



 

Value of the FCC and NTIA to establish requirements or standards for 
adjacent spectrum services.  
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The second item worth taking note of is he recent Payroll Tax Legislation.  It requires the General Accounting Office to conduct a study on receiver performance and spectrum efficiency (Sec. 6408)�
The study must consider:  �
The value of improving receiver performance
Operation of services in adjacent spectrum and narrowing guard bands
Role of manufacturers, licensees and government users with respect to transmissions and the use of adjacent spectrum
Feasibility of self-compliance
Value of the FCC and NTIA to establish requirements or standards for �adjacent spectrum services

The information developed in this workshop could prove helpful to GAO as it conducts its study.  




Agenda


 

Session 1: Introduction – Role of Receivers 
in Spectrum Efficiency



 

Session 2: Receiver and Interference Basics


 

Session 3: Receiver Ecosystem


 

Session 4: Experiences and Lessons 
Learned



 

Session 5: Receiver Performance and 
Industry Standards



 

Session 6: Policy Alternatives


 

Session 7: Panel Discussion
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We have a great line-up of panels and speakers, including perspectives from licensees, equipment manufacturers, component providers, and federal agencies and other interested parties.

Session 1: Introduction – Role of Receivers in Spectrum Efficiency

Session 2 on Receiver and Interference Basics  will lay the groundwork for understanding the characteristics of receivers.

Session 3 on the Receiver Ecosystem will discuss how receivers get designed and built.

Session 4 will discuss Experiences and Lessons Learned

Session 5 is focused on Receiver Performance and Industry Standards

Session 6 will look at Policy Alternatives

And the last Session 7 will be a Panel Discussion where we have an opportunity to identify some ideas as to where we might go from here.




Conclusion


 

Goals:


 

Understanding/education


 

Learn from experiences - - but not a forum for 
resolving pending issues



 

Identify possible ways ahead - - preferably 
market-driven policies



 

We encourage participation through 
questions from audience and web
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Our goals in this two-day workshop are:

First to provide an opportunity for all of the stakehloders to have a better understanding of receivers and the role they play in efficient use of the spectrum

Second to learn and draw on lessons learned from past experiences - - but this is not a forum for resolving pending issues.

And third to identify ways ahead - - preferably market-driven policies - - that will make more efficient use of the spectrum.

We encourage participation through questions from audience web - - I know that many of you have experiences and insights that may not be represented in the panels.

And with that I would like to introduce our next speaker Mr. Karl Nebbia who is the Associate Administrator of the National Telecommunications and Information Administration’s Office of Spectrum Management.  Before he speaks let me note that most of the spectrum is shared between federal and non-federal users, so the issue of receivers implicates both federal stakeholders and the private sector.
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